Collaborating across disciplinary and organisational cultures. Sarah Kennington and Koshila Kumar will present a reflective and interactive session about collaborating across disciplinary and organisational cultures. A number of key themes about what is valued across different disciplines and organisations will be identified in relation to collaborative teamwork. There will be an opportunity to explore the role and values of researchers within these teams, practical ways of minimising tension, and maximising adoption of research into policy and practice.

**Time:** 9am – 11am

**Date:** Tuesday, 27 April 2010

**Venue:** Bosch 192, Western Ave (main campus)

See map at:
http://db.auth.usyd.edu.au/directories/map/building.stm?ref=H08L15

**RSVP:** Kathy Flitcroft, kathy.flitcroft@sydney.edu.au

(Spaces are limited, so please RSVP by email to confirm a place).

**PROGRAM**

9.00   Introduction

9.05   Audience reflection

9.15   Background to the presentation

9.30   Presentation of themes

10.00  Group reflective activity

10.15  Presentation of implications for practice

10.30  Group discussion

10.55  Close

The Qualitative Health Research Collaboration (QHeRC) is a multidisciplinary, cross-institutional organisation that provides training and support to academics, students and researchers involved in qualitative research. For more information see: